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TWISTED DIFFERENTIAL KO-THEORY
DANIEL GRADY AND HISHAM SATI
ABSTRACT. We provide a systematic approach to twisting differential KO-theory leading to a construction of
the corresponding twisted differential Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence (AHSS). We relate and contrast the
degree two and the degree one twists, whose description involves appropriate local systems. Along the way,
we provide a complete and explicit identification of the differentials at the E2 and E3 pages in the topological
case, which has been missing in the literature and which is needed for the general case. The corresponding
differentials in the refined theory reveal an intricate interplay between topological and geometric data, the
former involving the flat part and the latter requiring the construction of the twisted differential Pontrjagin
character. We illustrate with examples and applications from geometry, topology and physics. For instance,
quantization conditions show how to lift differential 4k-forms to twisted differential KO-theory leading to
integrality results, while considerations of anomalies in type I string theory allow for characterization of twisted
differential Spin structures.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a previous work [GS18b] we provided a comprehensive account of differential KO-theoryyKO, the
motivation for which was, to a large extent, to lay the groundwork and foundation for the current paper.
Indeed, here we build on [GS18b] in order to explicitly construct twists foryKO and provide computational
techniques, which extend the literature even in the purely topological case.
Twisted KO-theory has been originally considered by Donovan and Karoubi in [DK70], with twists
being in bijective correspondence with the set of elements in
(1.1) Z/8ˆ H1(X;Z/2)ˆ H2(X;Z/2) .
In [Ro89], Rosenberg considers twistings of KO-theory from the point of view of operator algebras, with
the twist involving a real analogue of the Dixmier-Douady class or the Steifel-Whitney class, in degree
1
two. This gives the twisted KO-groups KO
j
w2(X) via real continuous-trace algebras. As pointed out by
Rosenberg, these twisted groups have applications in the Poincaré duality theorem for KO of non-Spin
manifolds. It is then studied by Mathai, Murray, and Stevenson in [MMS03] from the point of view of
bundle gerbe modules for the purpose of applications in string theory. A treatment from the homotopy
point of view is given by Antieau, Gepner, and Gomez in [AGG14], where uniqueness of twisted KO-
theory is established. The equivalence of the definitions of twisted KO-theory from an operator algebra and
homotopy theory points of view is proved by Hebestreit and Sagave in [HeS19], relating to the spectrum
model for KO given by Joachim [Jo01][Jo04] and extending the equivalence in [AGG14] to the level of
E8-maps. A model for the twisted KO-spectrum as well as of the twisted Spin cobordism spectrum in
relation to metrics of positive scalar curvature are given by Hebestreit and Joachim in [HJ13].
From a geometric (and to some extent, analytic) point of view, there are several important occur-
rences of twisted KO-theory. First, any closed n-dimensional manifold M admits a fundamental class
[M] P KOn(M, or(M)) in its connective KO-homology twisted by or(M) Ñ BO given by the first two
Stiefel-Whitney classes (w1,w2) of M. Twisted KO-theory also appears in the study of positive scalar
curvature. The Gromov-Lawson-Rosenberg conjecture (see [Ro86][RS95][St96]) asserts that the vanish-
ing of a certain index class in the twisted KO-homology of the C˚-algebra of the fundamental group,
ind(M) P KOd(C
˚(π1(M)), or(M)), is equivalent to the manifold M having a metric of positive scalar
curvature. Connective versions also appear. If the universal cover ĂM of M admits a Spin structure then the
twist or(M) factors through the classifying map c : M Ñ Bπ1(M). Stolz conjectured in [St96] that the
vanishing of the class c˚[M] P kod(Bπ1(M), or(M)) is sufficient for the existence of a metric of positive
scalar curvature on M. It was pointed out in [HeS19] that it would be desirable to calculate such twisted
groups. In a slightly different formulation, twisted KO-groups of classifying spaces of fundamental groups
have been considered in this context, e.g., by Botvinnik, Gilkey, and Stolz in [BGS97], where a homolog-
ical version of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence (AHSS) for twisted KO-theory is used to check
the conjecture for finite groups with periodic cohomology. Currents twisted by orientation bundles using
Stiefel-Whitney classes have been developed by Harvey and Zweck [HZ98].
For KO-theory one twists by elements of the set (1.1), with Hm(X;Z/2), m = 1, 2, associated to a
map f : X Ñ K(Z/2,m). Composing with the inclusion map i : K(Z/2,m) Ñ BGL1KO (see below)
gives f -twisted KO-theoryKO(X)i˝ f . There is a decomposition of infinite loop spaces [MST77][AGG14]
BGL1KO » K(Z/2, 1)ˆK(Z/2, 2)ˆ BBSOb .
In [AGG14] it was shown that there is a natural isomorphism of groups
[K(Z/2, 2), BGL1KO] – [K(Z/2, 2),K(Z/2, 2)]– Z/2 .
This means that any two maps from K(Z/2, 2) to BGL1KO differ by an endomorphism of K(Z/2, 2), up
to homotopy. Furthermore, it was shown in [AGG14] that any map j : K(Z/2, 2) Ñ BGL1KO is either
homotopically trivial or is equivalent to the canonical inclusion. This then establishes unique and nontrivial
definition of twisted KO-theory.
One could start with twisted KO-theory and then refine it differentially or, alternatively, start with dif-
ferential KO-theoryyKO from [GS18b] and then twist it. Note that whether we call a theory “differential
twisted" or “twisted differential" does not matter, as twistings of differential theories are differential twists
of the underlying topological theory (see also [GS18b]). In the approach of [GS17b], for twisted KO-
theory KOtw, differential KO-theoryyKO and twisted differential KO-theoryyKOxtw, we have the following
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schematic picture yKOxtw
xtw=0
O
O
O
II // KOtw
tw=0

O
O
O
yKO I // KO
One of our goals is to provide computational tools for twisted differential KO-theory, which allow for
explicit computations for various smooth manifolds. We have established an Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequence (AHSS) for differential KO-theory in [GS18b]. As in the complex case [GS17b], we will have a
correspondence diagram of transformations of the corresponding spectral sequences
{AHSSxtw
xtw=0
O
O
O
II // AHSStw
tw=0

O
O
O
{AHSS I // AHSS
The AHSS for twisted KO-theoryAHSStw has been set up in [Ro89] and used briefly in [MMS03] and by
Doran, Mendez-Diez, and Rosenberg in[DMDR14] to calculate 2-dimensional examples. When the twist
is turned off we reproduce the results in [GS18b] for {AHSS, when the geometry is turned off we reproduce
the results in [Ro89], while when both the twist and the differential refinement are turned off, we reproduce
the classical construction of Atiyah and Hirzebruch [AH61].
In our quest to explicitly work out the differentials in {AHSSxtw, we realized that the corresponding
differentials in the twisted topological case AHSStw had not been fully worked out, even in the lowest
pages, namely the E2 and E3 pages. Hence we explicitly work out these differentials, which turns out
to be quite delicate. In the absence of a Künneth spectral sequence as, for instance, the calculations of
Dobson in [Do07] highlight, we had to do many of the calculations from scratch using real projective
spaces and Klein bottles. An excellent exposition of KO-theory of (stunted) real projective spaces is given
by Dugger in [Du19, Sec. 32] and we have found the twisted Thom isomorphism in KO-theory established
by Hebestreit and Joachim in [HJ13, Prop. 4.1.7] to be useful in computing the twisted KO-theory of RPn.
The cohomology groups of the Klein bottle over Z and Z/2 are calculated by Palermo in [Pa57, p. 185].
For higher-dimensional Klein bottles Kn, not much seems to have been known previously in the literature.
For instance, for K4, the Z/2-cohomology and KO-theory are briefly indicated via the AHSS by Davis
in [Da17], where the author expresses doubts on the utility of such results. We hope that our perspective
a posteriori provides such a motivation. To highlight the utility, we provide an inductive argument on the
dimension n of the Klein bottle Kn. This generalizes the computations in [DMDR14] for the circle, torus,
and Möbius strip. In contrast, manifolds satisfying w21 ‰ 0 are described by Lusztig, Milnor, and Peterson
in [LMP69] in their work on semi-characteristics.
The group of twists is a non-split abelian extension of H2(X;Z/2) by H1(X;Z/2) [DK70]
0 ÝÑ H2(X;Z/2) ÝÑ GBR(X) ÝÑ Z/8‘ H1(X;Z/2) ÝÑ 0 .
The graded real Brauer group GBR(X) has been determined in many cases, e.g., for the real projective
planeGBR(RP2) – Z/8‘Z/4 by Karoubi, Schlichting, andWeibel [KSW16, Ex. 2.5][KW19, Ex. 2.8]
using techniques developed therein. Distler, Freed andMoore [DFM11a] [DFM11b] consider both periodic
KO-theory and its connective cover ko, as well as a variant multiplicative cohomology theory R´1, which
is the Postnikov section kox0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4y, describing the set of twists for complex K-theory. It was indicated
that twistings and differential refinements (separately) of the latter are inherited from those of ko or KO.
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Indeed, we will show how to combine the two aspects within the twisted differential theory. On the other
hand, it was asserted (with proof to appear) in [DFM11a] that Rw0´1(BZ/2;Z) can be interpreted as the
group of universal twistings of KO-theory modulo Bott periodicity, the latter being the super Brauer group.
Twists of KO-theory in relation to applications to orbifolds and orientifolds from string theory is treated
by Freed in [Fr12]. In this context, Atiyah’s KR-theory [At66] which is, in some sense, an intermediate
ground between KO-theory and K-theory, is also important [DFM11a][DFM11b][DMDR14][DMDR15].
Twists for KR-theory, have been developed generally via groupoids by Moutuou in [Mo11][Mo12][Mo14].
Twisted KR-homology aimed towards geometry and physics applications, is described by Hekmati, Mur-
ray, Szabo, and Vozzo in [HSMV16]. However, as in [GS18b], our focus in this paper will be on KO-theory
itself as a cohomology theory.
We also highlight that having an axiomatic approach to twisted differential cohomology – as developed
by Bunke and Nikolaus [BN14] – does not guarantee ability to explicitly construct such a theory, as we
highlighted and demonstrated in [GS17a][GS17b][GS18a]. This is the case even in the purely topological
case where the constructions can be highly nontrivial; see [ABG10][SW15][LSW16] for illustrations. We
usemoduli stacks of bundleswith connection representing differential cohomology [FSSt12][Sc13][SSS12]
[FSS13][FSS15a] adapted and extended to Z/2 coefficients [GS17a][GS18a].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we provide detailed construction of twisting differential
KO-theory. In more detail, in Sec. 2.2 we describe the the twists of differential KO-theory, then in Sec.
2.1 we construct the twisted KO-theory Pontrjagin character via descent. Having constructed twisted dif-
ferential KO-theory, we provide its properties in Sec. 2.3. This then allows us to construct the twisted
differential Pontrjagin character in Sec. 2.4. Then we move to the computational aspects in the form of the
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence (AHSS) for twisted differential KO-theory in Sec. 3. We start with
the AHSS for twisted topological KO-theory in Sec. 3.1, where we establish the explicit form of the differ-
entials, which allows us to describe the ones corresponding to the AHSS for twisted differential KO-theory
in Sec. 3.2. We end in Sec. 3.3 with applications to geometry, topology, and physics. It is interesting
that considering field quantization in type I string theory via the AHSS leads to interesting topological and
geometric consequences, including a splitting for low-dimensional manifolds, lifting forms toyKOxtw, inte-
grality of such forms leading to directly obtaining Rokhlin’s theorem on the divisibility of the signature of
4-manifolds [Rok52], and characterization of anomalies in string theory in relation to twisted differential
Spin structures.
2. TWISTING DIFFERENTIAL KO-THEORY
2.1. The twisted KO-theory Pontrjagin character via descent. In this section we define the twisted
Pontrjagin character for twisted KO-theory using descent, motivated by the model for twisted cohomology
developed by [ABGHR]. The reason for this perspective is twofold. First, it prepares us for the differential
refinement. Second, it circumvents much of the difficulty one encounters in choosing models for the theory
(see, e.g., [CMW09]).
Instead of considering the twisted KO-theory spectrum as a global object, we consider the spectrum
locally, over its space of twists, as we did in [GS17b]. This allows for bringing in ideas familiar from
geometry of usual bundles. Abstractly, twisted spectra are elements in the tangent 8-topos T(8-Gpd),
which is itself an 8-topos (see [Jo08][Sc13][BNV16][HNP16]). From the Giraud-Lurie-Rezk axioms
[Lu09][Re10] for 8-toposes, one can use the principle of descent to glue bundles of spectra from local
data. The most important incarnation of this principle for us will be the following.
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Proposition 1 (Bundles of spectra from local data). Let M be a topological manifold and let tUαu be
a good open cover of M. Let R be a ring spectrum with space of units BGL1(R). Since each Uα is
contractible, we have iterated pullback squares in the tangent8-topos
(2.1) . . . ////
// š
αβ Uαβ ˆR
////

š
α Uα ˆR

// Rσ //

R GL1(R)

. . . // //
// š
αβ Uαβ
////
š
α Uα
// M
σ // BGL1(R)
In this case, the diagram!
. . . ////
// š
αβ Uαβ ˆR
////
š
α Uα ˆR
// Rσ
)
is also colimiting.
Proof. From the Nerve Theorem (see [Ha17, Cor. 4G.3]), the diagram 
. . . ////
// š
αβ Uαβ
// //
š
α Uα
// M
(
is colimiting in T op. The “zero section" functor s : 8-Gpd ÝÑ T(8-Gpd) is both a left and right
adjoint and, in particular, preserves colimits. Hence the bottom diagram in (2.1) is colimiting in the tangent
topos. The claim then is an immediate corollary of the axiom of descent (more precisely, that all colimits
are Van-Kampen) for the tangent topos. ✷
Proposition 1 is a higher homotopical manifestation of a classical fact from geometry, namely, that lo-
cally trivial bundles are obtained by gluing local trivializing patches. See [GS17a][GS17b][GS18a] for
explicit illustrations for other spectra. We now utilize this machinery to define the twisted Pontrjagin char-
acter for twisted KO-theory. We will use the Eilenberg-MacLane functor H to describe the rationalization.
Proposition 2 (Twisted Pontrjagin character). Let M be a topologicalmanifold and let σ : M Ñ BGL1(KO)
be a twist. There exists a bundle map
Phσ : KOσ ÝÑ H(π˚(KO)bR)σ˚ĂPh ,
called the twisted Pontrjagin character, which locally restricts to the untwisted Pontrjagin character.
Proof. Fix a good open cover tUαu of M. Pulling back the twisted spectrum KOσ Ñ M by the inclusion
iα : Uα ãÑ M, gives a twisted spectrum KOi˚α σ over Uα. Since the set Uα is contractible, we have an
equivalence fα : KOi˚α σ » KO over Uα. Similarly, we have local trivializations of Eilenberg-MacLane
spectra gα : H(π˚(KO)bR)i˚α σ˚ĂPh » H(π˚(KO)bR) over each Uα. We can locally define the twisted
Pontrjagin character via the local trivializations as
KOi˚α σ
Ph
i˚α σ

»
fα // KO
Ph

H(π˚(KO)bR)i˚α σ˚Ph H(π˚(KO)bR) .»
g´1αoo
Moreover, since Ph is a morphism of ring spectra, it follows that the local twisted Pontrjagin character
maps Phi˚α σ are compatible with the transition data for the bundle of spectra. By descent, it follows that the
local morphisms Phi˚α σ : KOi˚α σ Ñ H(π˚(KO)bR)i˚α σ˚Ph induce a global morphism which is unique
up to a contractible choice. ✷
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We will consider the differential Pontrjagin character in Prop. 11 and the twisted differential Pontrjagin
character in Theorem 12.
The following shows that for twists of the form σ : M Ñ K(Z/2, 1)ˆ K(Z/2, 2) ãÑ BGL1(KO),
only the degree 1 twist affects the image of the Pontrjagin character. We will highlight further effects of
this in the following sections. Note that we deal with the reals R rather than the rationals Q as we are
mainly interested in bringing in geometry later.
Proposition 3 (Rational twists of KO-theory of spaces). We have an identification
BGL1(π˚(KO)bR) » K(R
ˆ, 1)ˆ
ź
ką0
K(R, 4k + 1) .
Proof. For a ring spectrum R, recall the model for the units [MQRT77] given by the strict pullback of
8-groupoids (which models the homotopy pullback)
BGL1(R) //

Ω
8R

π0(R)
ˆ // π0(R) .
We will compute this pullback. By Bott periodicity, the graded algebra π˚(KO) bR is isomorphic to
R[α, α´1], where |α| = 4. Since the Dold-Kan functor DK : Ch+ Ñ 8-Gpd = Kan is (strict) right
adjoint, it preserves (strict) pullbacks and we can compute
GL1(π˚(KO)bR) » DK
(
Rˆ ˆ
ź
ką0
R[4k]
)
» Rˆ ˆ
ź
ką0
K(R, 4k) .
Delooping proves the claim. ✷
We have indicated in the Introduction that differential refinement commutes with twisting. Now we
compare twisting rationalized KO-theory to rationalizing twisted KO-theory.
Proposition 4 (Rationalizing commutes with twisting). Let M be a topological manifold and let σ =
(σ1, σ2) : M Ñ K(Z/2, 1)ˆ K(Z/2, 2) be a twist for KO.
(i) Then the twist σ˚2 Ph : M Ñ BGL1(KO) Ñ BGL1(H(π˚(KO)bR)) is nullhomotopic and a choice
of nullhomotopy produces an equivalence
H(π˚(KO)bR))σ˚Ph
» // H(π˚(KO)σ1 bR) ,
where π˚(KO)σ1 is the local coefficient system with fiber π˚(KO), defined by σ1.
(ii) Hence, the twisted Pontrjagin character defines a map
Phσ : KOσ ÝÑ H(π˚(KO)σ1 bR) ,
where the right hand side is the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum associated to the graded local coefficient
system.
Proof. From Prop. 3, we see that on the space of units, the map induced by Ph must send the factor σ2
to a nullhomotopic map in BGL1(H(π˚(KObR)). On the other hand, the restriction of Ph to the factor
K(Z/2, 1) is the map i : K(Z/2, 1) Ñ K(Rˆ, 1), induced by the inclusion Z/2 ãÑ Rˆ. A choice of
nullhomotopy h : σ˚2 Ph » ˚ gives rise to a homotopy iˆ h : (σ
˚
1 Ph, σ
˚
2 Ph) » σ
˚
1 Ph in BGL1(KO). This
results in an equivalence of corresponding twisted spectra
H(π˚(KO)bR))σ˚Ph
» // H(π˚(KO)bR)σ˚1 Ph
.
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Since the twists by σ1 correspond to the action by the units Z/2 = π0(KO)ˆ, the latter spectrum is the
Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum on the local coefficient system defined by the twist, as claimed. ✷
We will use these statements when combining the twist with the differential refinement.
2.2. The twists of differential KO-theory. We begin with a brief account of the Hopkins-Singer type
[HS05] sheaf of spectra which leads to the differential refinementyKO of KO-theory (see [GS18b] for more
details). Let KO denote the spectrum for topological KO-theory and let δ(KO) be the associated sheaf of
spectra given by the constant sheaf functor δ : Sp Ñ Sh8(CartSp;Sp). Applying the functor δ to the
Pontrjagin character gives a morphism of sheaves of spectra δ(Ph) : δ(KO)Ñ δ(H(π˚(KO)bR)). We
have a corresponding pullback diagram
diff(KO, Ph,π˚(KO)bR) //

H(τě0Ω
˚(´;π˚(KO)))

δ(KO)
ι˝δ(Ph)
// H(Ω˚(´;π˚(KO)))
where ι is induced by the inclusion δ(π˚(KO) bR) ãÑ Ω˚(´;π˚(KO)). Then the sheaf of spectra
diff(KO, Ph,π˚(KO) bR) represents the differential refinementyKO of KO [GS18b]. We now discuss
the twists of this theory.
The main goal of this section is to understand what it means to differentially refine the twists of the
form σ : M Ñ K(Z/2, 1)ˆ K(Z/2, 2), both from a homotopy theoretic and geometric points of view.
Because the twists are torsion classes, the differential refinement needs to be interpreted with some care.
In particular, we will see that the geometry does not explicitly see the degree 2 twists, since they are killed
under rationalization. This is in contrast to the case of complex K-theory, where the periodic de Rham
complex Ω˚[u, u´1], |u| = 2, becomes twisted by a degree three de Rham class H. The degree one twist
here, which are seen by the differential refinement, are analogous to torsion twists of integral cohomology
leading to twisted Deligne cohomology with a twist of degree one [GS17a]; we will see this explicitly
below.
We begin with a general discussion on differential refinements of twists. In contrast to ordinary coho-
mology theories – which have a space of twists – differential cohomology theories have a smooth stack of
twists. In [BN14], Bunke and Nikolaus defined the smooth stack of twists for a differential refinement of a
ring spectrum diff(R, c, A), as the8-pullback of smooth stacks
(2.2) xTw pR //

PicΩ˚(´;A)

PicR // PicHΩ˚(´;A)
where PicΩ˚(´;A) is the smooth stack of weakly locally constant, K-flat, invertiblemodules overΩ
˚(´; A),
PicH(Ω˚(´;A)) is the stack of locally constant, invertible sheaves of module spectra over HΩ
˚(´; A), and
Picδ(R) is the stack of invertible module spectra over R, regarded as a locally constant smooth stack (see
[BN14][GS17b][GS18b] for detailed discussions). In particular, forKO, we make the following definition.
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Definition 5 (The stack of twists for yKO). The stack of twists for differential KO-theory is defined via
diagram (2.2) as
(2.3) xTwxKO R //
I

PicΩ˚(´;π˚(KO))

Picδ(KO) // PicH(π˚(KO)bR) ,
where π˚(KO) is the graded ring of stable homotopy groups.
The smooth stack of twists xTwxKO is analogous to the space 1 BGL1(KO) in the topological case. As we
have seen, KO admits twists by degree one and two ordinary cohomology classes with Z/2-coefficients.
We would like to be able to twist yKO by differential cohomology classes, although a priori the torsion
seems to obstruct this refinement. Nevertheless, we will see that the geometry is affected by both twists.
The degree 1 twists will affect the forms in a fairly transparent way, while the degree 2 twists are much
more subtle and are discussed in Prop. 20 in Sec. 3.2.
Remark 1 (Twists of degree 1). These twists affect the coefficients of differential forms in the following
way, as in [GS17a]. If σ1 : M Ñ BZ/2 » δ(K(Z/2, 1)) is a twist of degree 1 for topological KO,
then the corresponding twist of the rationalization (see Prop. 3 and Prop. 4) can be identified with the
composite map
(2.4) r(σ1) : BZ/2
u // B(Rˆ)δ » δ(K(Rˆ, 1)) 
 // Picδ(H(π˚(KO)bR)) ,
where u is induced by the inclusion Z/2 ãÑ Rˆ. Let BRˆfl-∇ be the moduli stack of real line bundles
with flat connections. This can be presented, for example, by the stackification of the action groupoid
C8(´;Rˆ) ýΩ1cl(´) where, on every smooth manifold M, the function g P C
8(M;Rˆ) acts by gauge
transformations g : A ÞÑ A + g´1dg. The Riemann-Hilbert correspondence gives an equivalence of
smooth stacks
BRˆfl-∇ » B(R
ˆ)δ » δ(K(Rˆ, 1)) .
Thus, we can take the map r(σ1) in (2.4) to have values either in BR
ˆ
fl-∇ or in the geometrically discrete
stack B(Rˆ)δ classifying local systems. The equivalence between the two perspective gives a twisted de
Rham theorem, as in [GS17a].
In more detail, letLÑ M be a real graded line bundlewith fiber the rationalized coefficientsR[α, α´1] –
π˚(KO) bR where |α| = 4. Fix a flat connection ∇ on L and consider the corresponding classifying
map (L,∇) : M Ñ BRˆfl-∇, regarded as a twist for the rationalization of KO (see Prop. 3 and Prop. 4).
This gives a 4-periodic twisted de Rham complex
(2.5) Ω˚(´;L) := Ω0(´;L)
∇ // Ω1(´;L)
∇ // Ω2(´;L) // . . . .
On the other hand, we can fix an equivalence between (L,∇) and a twist σ11 : M Ñ B(R
ˆ)δ ãÑ BRˆfl-∇
classifying a local system with fiber π˚(KO) b R. This equivalence gives rise to a twisted de Rham
equivalence
(2.6) d : H(π˚(KO)σ1 bR)
»
twisted de Rham
// H(Ω˚(´;L)) .
1Actually, it is a direct generalization of the Picard 8-space Pic8(KO), of which BGL1(KO) is the connected component of the
identity.
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If the twist σ11 further factors through the map u in (2.4), i.e., σ
1
1 = uσ1, then in total we have a homotopy
commutative diagram
(2.7)
Ω
1
cl
3
**❚❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚
2 // PicΩ˚(´;π˚(KO))
4

M
σ1
6
//
A
1
//
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
BZ/2
u
7
//
9

B(Rˆ)δ
8
» //

BRˆfl-∇
5

Picδ(KO)
// Picδ(H(π˚(KO)bR))
» // Picδ(H(Ω˚(´;π˚(KO))))
where the composite 2 ˝ 1 picks a globally defined flat connection ∇ = d +A and sends it to the corre-
sponding twisted de Rham complex (2.5). The composite 3 ˝ 1 is the classifying map for the line bundle
with flat connection (L,∇). The composite 8 ˝ 7 ˝ 6 is the factorization of the twist σ11 through the map
u : BZ/2Ñ B(Rˆ)δ, and the homotopy in Picδ(H(Ω˚(´;π˚(KO))) that fills the outer diagram is identified
with the equivalence (2.6). By the universal property, this gives rise to a map to the pullback from the stack
of twists of Def. 5
σˆ1 : M ÝÑ xTwxKO .
Working universally, we have the following more formal statement.
Proposition 6 (Differential degree 1 twists). Let B(Z/2)∇ denote the smooth stack given by the pullback
(2.8) B(Z/2)∇ //
I 1 
Ω
1
cl

BZ/2 // BRˆfl-∇ .
(i) There exists a map ι : B(Z/2)∇ Ñ xTwxKO which refines the inclusion i : K(Z/2, 1) ãÑ BGL1(KO) in
the sense that iI 1 = I ι, with I the canonical map in diagram (2.3).
(ii)Moreover, given a map σˆ1 : M Ñ B(Z/2)∇, the induced map
R ˝ ι ˝ σˆ1 : M // B(Z/2)∇ // xTwxKO // PicΩ˚(´;π˚(KO))
picks out a twisted de Rham complex of the form (2.5) and the induced homotopy can be identified with an
equivalence (twisted de Rham theorem)
d : H(Ω˚(´;L))
» // H(π˚(KO)σ1 bR) ,
with σ1 : M Ñ K(Z, 2, 1) the underlying topological twist.
Proof. The proof amounts to a more careful consideration of diagram (2.7). Since pullbacks of smooth
stacks can be computed in prestacks, it suffices to produce the map ι objectwise, at the level of prestacks.
Fix a smooth manifold M and consider the triple of maps
fM : Ω
1
cl(M)
// PicΩ˚(´;π˚(KO))(M) ,(2.9)
dM : BR
ˆ
fl-∇(M)
// PicH(Ω˚(´;π˚(KO)))(M) ,(2.10)
tM : BZ/2(M) // Picδ(KO)(M) .(2.11)
The maps (2.9) and (2.11) are those described in diagram (2.7) evaluated on M, namely 2 and 9, respec-
tively. The map dM corresponds to the map induced by 5 in (2.7) which we now define explicitly. By
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descent, an object in BRˆfl-∇(M) can be identified with a closed 1-formAα defined on every open set of a
fixed good open cover tUαu of M. Then dM assigns eachAα to the sheaf of spectra H(Ω˚(´;L, d+Aα))
on Uα Ă M. An edge in the stack corresponds to a gauge transformation gαβ : Aα ÞÑ Aβ + g
´1
αβ dgαβ on
intersections and dM associates such an edge to the corresponding automorphism
gαβ : H(Ω
˚(´;L, d +Aα)) // H(Ω˚(´;L, d +Aβ + g
´1
αβ dgαβ)) ,
which is induced by the map of complexes sending a form ωα ÞÑ gαβωβ. Descent implies that dM does
not depend on the fixed cover tUαu and this data is clearly natural with respect to pullback by smooth maps
– hence defines a morphism of smooth stacks.
We would like to produce the map ι : B(Z/2)∇ Ñ xTwxKO using the universal property of the pull-
back. Thus it suffices to send the homotopy in the pullback defining B(Z/2)∇(M) to a homotopy in
Picδ(KO)(M). Again, utilizing descent, one finds that an edge in B(Z/2)∇(M) can be identified with the
following data (as in [GS17a][GS18a]):
1. A choice of Rˆ-valued smooth function gα such that
(2.12) g´1α dgα = Aα .
2. A choice of Cˇech cocycle tαβ P Z/2, representing the topological twist σ1, such that
(2.13) gαg
´1
β = tαβ .
To these data, we must assign an edge in PicH(π˚(KO)bR)(M) connecting H(π˚(KO)σ1 bR) and the
twisted de Rham complex H(Ω˚(´;L), d +A). For this, we assign to gα the local equivalence induced
by the quasi-isomorphism of complexes
gα¨ : π˚(KO)bR|Uα
ker(d)
» (Ω˚(´;π˚(KO)bR), d)|Uα
» // (Ω˚(´;L), d +A)|Uα
where gα = e fα acts by the product gα ¨ ωα. On intersections, we assign the Cˇech cocycle tαβ to the
automorphism
tαβ : π˚(KO)bR|Uαβ » π˚(KO)bR|Uαβ ,
which is the transition data for the local system determined by σ1. Passing to spectra via the Eilenberg-
MacLane functor H, this is precisely the data necessary to specify an equivalence of sheaves of invertible
module spectra
(2.14) dM : H(π˚(KO)bR)σ1
» // (Ω˚(´;L), d+A) ,
or equivalently, an edge dM : ∆[1] Ñ PicH(π˚(KO)bR)(M) connecting the source and target of (2.14).
Since the triple ( fM, dM, tM) and the homotopy prescribed by the data (2.12) and (2.13) are natural with
respect to pullback by smooth maps, it follows that we have produced the required homotopy and the uni-
versal property produces the map ι. The rest of the claim follows immediately by construction. ✷
The following example is of central importance and is a graded extension of one of the main examples
in the construction of twisted Deligne cohomology in [GS17a]. Here we also see that, even though the
twist is torsion, differential refinement still captures interesting phenomena.
Example 1 (Graded bundle of Möbius strips). LetMÑ S1 be the "graded" Möbius bundleM =
À
i Mi
with Mi a copy of the Möbius bundle in degree 4i. The trivial connection ∇ = d has monodromy in
Z/2 Ă Rˆ. Consider the twist for KO given by the classifying map σ1 : S
1 Ñ K(Z/2, 1) and let
σˆ1 : S
1 Ñ B(Z/2)∇ be the differential refinement, defined via the universal property of the pullback via
the following map and homotopy.
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(1) The map 0 : S1 Ñ Ω1cl chooses the trivial connection onM.
(2) The homotopy in BRˆfl-∇ given by a choice of constant R
ˆ-valued functions rα, defined locally
with respect to some cover tUαu, such that on intersections
tαβ = rαr
´1
β P Z/2 ,
is a Cˇech cocycle representing the topological twist σ1.
Then the corresponding twist ofyKO gives rise to a local system π˚(KO)σ1 , specified by the topological
twist, the twisted de Rham complex (Ω˚(´;M), d), and a twisted de Rham equivalence
d : H(π˚(KOσ1)bR)
» // H((Ω˚(´;M), d)) .
In particular, d induces a twisted de Rham isomorphism
H˚dR(S
1;M) – H˚(S1;π˚(KO)σ1 bR) .
Remark 2 (Twists of degree 2). In analogy with twists of degree 1 (see diagram (2.8)), it is natural to think
of refined twists classified by the smooth stack arising from the pullback
B
2(Z/2)∇ //

Ω
2
cl

B
2Z/2 // B2Rˆ
∇
.
However, in this degree the rationalization map induces the trivial map on units and the differential form
portion of the twists do not serve to twist the corresponding de Rham complex (i.e. the rationalization
does not have twists in degree 2). Hence, there might seem that nothing to be gained by considering the
geometry in this case. While an aspect of this is made precise by Proposition 7, we will see later in Sec.
3.2 that the geometry does get affected by torsion in a quite subtle way.
Proposition 7 (Space of determinantal differential twists for KO). There is a map ι1 : B2Z/2 ãÑ xTwxKO,
whose class in the homotopy category is a monomorphism, refining the inclusion of the factor i1 : K(Z/2, 2)
ãÑ BGL1(KO). Moreover, for any differential twist σˆ : M Ñ xTwxKO refining a topological twist
σ : M Ñ K(Z/2, 2) ãÑ BGL1(KO), we have (at the level of homotopy classes)
[σˆ]´ [i1(σ)] = k([σ]) ,
where k : fib(R) Ñ xTwxKO is the canonical map induced by taking the fiber of the top horizontal map in
(2.3) and [σ] represents a class in π0Map(M, fib(R)). In particular, the corresponding twisted de Rham
complex is equivalent to the untwisted complex.
Proof. Consider the map
j : B2Z/2 // δ(|B2Z/2|) » δ(B2Z/2) 
 // δ(BGL1(KO))
  // Picδ(KO) ,
where | ¨ | denotes the geometric realization of the stack and δ denotes the constant stack functor. The
first map in the composition j is the unit of the adjunction η : 1 Ñ δ ˝ | ¨ |. Post-composition of j with
the rationalization ^HR : Picδ(KO) Ñ PicH(π˚(KO))^HR) is a null-homotopic map. By the universal
property, a choice of such a nullhomotopy gives rise to an induced map i : B2Z/2 Ñ xTwxKO, whose
post-composition with the canonical map xTwxKO Ñ PicΩ˚(´;π˚(KO)) is null-homotopic and whose post-
composition with I : xTwxKO Ñ Picδ(KO) is equivalent to i. Now the homotopy functor
Ho(δ) : Ho(8-Gpd) // Ho(Sh8(CartSp))
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preserves monomorphisms, since it is a right adjoint, and
I i : δ(K(Z/2, 1)) ÝÑ δ(GL1(KO)) ÝÑ Picδ(KO)
is a monomorphism in the homotopy category (given by inclusion of the factor). Hence so is i.
Now let σ : M Ñ B2Z/2 » δ(K(Z/2, 2)) ãÑ δ(BGL1(KO)) ãÑ Picδ(KO) be a twist for KO and
let σˆ : M Ñ xTwxKO be any refinement of σ. By definition, it follows that I([σˆ]´ [iˆ(σ)]) = I([σˆ]) ´
I([σˆ]) = 0. The long exact sequence on homotopy associated to the fiber sequence
Map(M, fib(R))
k // Map(M, xTwxKO) I // Map(M, Picδ(KO)) ,
in particular for π0, gives the existence of σ¯. ✷
Combining Propositions 7 and 6 gives the following main result of this section.
Theorem 8 (Stack of twists ofyKO-theory). There is a morphism of smooth stacks
ι : B(Z/2)∇ ˆ B
2Z/2 // xTwxKO
refining the inclusion i : K(Z/2, 1)ˆ K(Z/2, 2) ãÑ BGL1(KO), whose restriction to the factor B
2Z/2
is a monomorphism in the homotopy category. Moreover, any twist σˆ : M Ñ xTwxKO which factors through
ι corresponds to a twisted differential cohomology theory which fits into the pullback 2
yKOσˆ //

H(τě0Ω
˚(´;L))

δ(KOσ) // H(Ω˚(´;L)) ,
where the homotopy can be identified with an equivalence
d : H(π˚(KO)σ1 bR)
» // H(Ω˚(´;L)) ,
the complex Ω˚(´;L) is defined as in (2.5) and σ = (σ1, σ2) : M Ñ K(Z/2, 1)ˆ K(Z/2, 2) is the
underlying topological twist.
2.3. Properties of twisted differential KO-theory. Having discussed the twists ofyKO, we now turn our
attention to the basic properties of the twisted theory.
Proposition 9 (Properties of twisted differential KO-theory). Let σˆ : M Ñ B(Z/2)∇ ˆ B
2Z/2 be a
twist foryKO, as in Theorem 8. Then the twisted differential cohomology theoryyKOσ satisfies the following
properties:
(i) (Integration and curvature)We have maps
(2.15) Iσ :yKO˚σ(M) ÝÑ KO˚σ(M) and Rσ :yKO˚σ(M) ÝÑ Ω˚(M;L) ,
which are natural in the sense that, for any smooth map f : N Ñ M, we have commutative diagrams
(2.16) yKO˚σ(M) //
Iσ

yKO˚f˚σ(N)
I f˚σ

KO˚σ(M) //
yKO˚f˚σ(N)
and yKOσ(M) //
Rσ

yKO f˚σ(N)
R f˚σ

Ω
˚(M;L) // Ω˚(N;L) .
2This pullback is taken in the slice of the tangent topos of parametrized sheaves of spectra over M.
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(ii) (Secondary forms) There is a canonical homomorphism of groups
aσ : Ω
˚´1(M;L)/Im(d) ÝÑyKO˚σ(M)
which satisfies
aσ(ω) ¨ x = aσ(ω^Rσ(x)) and Rσ ˝ aσ = d .
(iii) (Diamond)We have the twisted differential cohomology diamond diagram
(2.17)
Ω
˚´1(M;L)/im(d)
aσ ''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
d // Ω˚fl(M;L)
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
H˚´1dR (M;L)
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
yKO˚σ(M)
Iσˆ
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
Rσ
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
H˚dR(M;L) .
KO˚´1σ (M;U(1))
j
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
β
// KO˚σ(M)
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
where L is the graded line bundle with connection, classified by the degree 1 twist
σˆ1 : M Ñ B(Z/2)∇ .
Proof. (i) From Theorem 8, the twists of the form
σˆ : M ÝÑ B(Z/2)∇ ˆB
2Z/2 ÝÑ xTwxKO ,
correspond to the sheaves of spectra defined by the pullback diagrams
(2.18) diff(KOσ, d,L)
Rσ //
Iσ

H(τě0Ω
˚(´;L))

KOσ // H(Ω˚(´;L))
of sheaves of spectra on M. We take Iσ and Rσ in (2.15) to be induced by the corresponding maps in
(2.18). Considering the shifts of the spectrum KO, we get corresponding diagrams in all degrees. The
commutative diagrams (2.16) follow immediately by functoriality of the above construction.
(ii) The subcategory TM(Sh8(CartSp)) ãÑ T(Sh8(CartSp)) of the tangent8-topos, given by the full
sub 8-category of spectrum objects over M is a stable 8-category. 3 The objects in this category are
identified with sheaves of spectra on M. In any stable 8-category a square is Cartesian if and only if the
induced map on fibers over the zero object is an equivalence (see [Ho07, Remark 7.1.12]). Using standard
techniques in homological algebra, one finds that we have a fiber sequence of sheaves of spectra on M
(2.19) H(τă0Ω˚(´;L)) // H(τě0Ω˚(´;L)) // H(Ω˚(´;L)) .
Then, by stability, it follows from the sequence (2.19) and the pullback diagram (2.18), that we have a fiber
sequence
H(τă0Ω(´;L)) // diff(KOσ, d,L) // KOσ
in TM(Sh8(CartSp)). By the Poincaré Lemma (which holds for forms with values in L), the global
sections of the latter are identified with Ω´1(M;L)/im(d). We define aσ as the map induced by the left
3Indeed, via the 8-Grothendieck construction, this can be identified with the stabilization of the functor category
Fun(X,Sh8(CartSp))
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vertical map in the above diagram. Considering the shifts of the spectrum KOσ gives the construction in
all degrees. The formula relating the products follows from [BN14, Proposition 5.1].
(iii) The existence of the diamond or hexagon follows from the construction in [BNV16], which holds in
any stable 8-category. We apply the construction in the subcategory TM(Sh8(CartSp)) to the sheaf of
spectra diff(KOσ, d,Ω˚(´;L)). The only possibly nontrivial identification is the spectrum representing
the twisted flat theory KO˚´1σ (´;U(1)). Considering the fiber sequence S Ñ SR Ñ SR/Z, we have an
associated fiber sequence of locally constant sheaves of spectra over M
(2.20) δ(KOσ) // δ(KOσ)^ SR // δ(KOσ)^ SR/Z .
Since the twist is torsion, as in the proof of Proposition 7, we see that the Pontrjagin character gives an
identification
δ(Ph) : δ(KOσ)^ SR
» // δ(H(π˚(KO)bL)) .
The long exact sequence associated to (2.20) gives rise to the fiber sequence
Σ
´1
M δ(KOσ ^SR/Z)
// δ(KOσ) // δ(H(π˚(KO)bL)) ,
which identifies the flat theory on the hexagon. The same argument as in (ii) yields the the lower portion of
the diamond diagram. The identification of the left square of the diamond proceeds by the dual argument
(i.e., pushout vs. pullback). ✷
In [GS17b] we constructed an Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence which works for any twisted differ-
ential cohomology theory. The filtration which gives rise to the spectral sequence is given by restricting a
twist σ : M Ñ xTw pR to elements of a good open cover tUi Ñ Mu and considering the filtration of the
Cˇech nerve of this cover by skeleta. ForyKO, the construction immediately gives the following.
Proposition 10 (Twisted differential AHSS). Let M be a compact smooth manifold and let σˆ = (σˆ1, σ2) :
M Ñ B(Z/2)∇ ˆB
2Z/2 be a twist.
(i) There is a half-plane spectral sequence with abutmentyKOσˆ(M) with E2-page given by
E
p,q
2 =
$’’’&’’%
Ω
0
fl(M;L) p = q = 0,
Hp(M;Lδ/Z) p ą 0, q ă 0, q ” ´3 mod 4
Hp(M;Z/2) p ą 0, q ă 0, q ” ´1,´2 mod 4
0 otherwise
Note that, in bidegree (0, 0), we have twisted closed differential forms with coefficients in the flat graded
line bundle L Ñ M, with fiber π˚(KO) bR » R[α, α´1], |α| = 4, determined by the factor σˆ1, The
discrete bundle Lδ is the local system associated to the flat connection and Z ãÑ Lδ is the Z-subbundle
classified by topological twist σ1.
(ii) In the case where σ1 = 0, the E2-page takes the form
E
p,q
2 =
$’’’&’’’%
Ω
0
cl(M;R[α, α
´1]) p = q = 0,
Hp(M;R/Z) p ą 0, q ă 0, q ” ´3 mod 4
Hp(M;Z/2) p ą 0, q ă 0, q ” ´1,´2 mod 4
0 otherwise
2.4. The twisted differential Pontrjagin character. In this section we define the twisted differential
Pontrjagin character – the differential refinement of the corresponding character in twisted KO-theory in
Sec. 2.1. By [GS18b, Proposition 36], there is a differential refinement of the Pontrjagin character, which
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is induced by a morphism of sheaves of spectra
(2.21) xPh : diff(KO, Ph,π˚(KO)) // diff(H(π˚(KO)bQ), i,π˚(KO)bR) .
Moreover, the induced natural transformation xPh :yKOÑ pH(´;π˚(KO)bQ) is the unique transforma-
tion which refines the topological Pontrjagin character and the Pontrjagin character form [GS18b, Corollary
37]. The morphism (2.21) induces a morphism on the corresponding stack of twists as follows. For each in-
vertible moduleL overKO, form themoduleL^KO H(π˚(KO)bR), where H(π˚(KO)bR) is viewed
as a KO -module via the morphism of ring spectra Ph. This is an invertible module over H(π˚(KO)bR),
with inverseL´1^KO H(π˚(KO)bR), and the construction is functorial. We then have an obvious com-
mutative diagram
PicΩ˚(´;π˚(KO))

PicΩ˚(´;π˚(KO))

PicH(Ω˚(´;π˚(KO)) PicH(Ω˚(´;π˚(KO))
Picδ(KO)
OO
δ(^KOH(π˚(KO)bQ)) // Picδ(H(π˚(KO)bR)) .
OO
From the universal property of the pullback, we thus have the following.
Proposition 11 (The differential Pontrjagin character). The differential Pontrjagin character induces a
morphism of smooth stacks ĂPh : xTwxKO ÝÑ xTw pH(´;π˚(KO)bQ) .
We now turn our attention to the twisted Pontrjagin character. We use a similar method as that in Sec.
2.1 to prove the existence and uniqueness. Just as twisted topological theories are represented by objects in
the tangent8-toposmodeled on8-groupoids, twisted differential theories are represented by objects in the
tangent 8-topos modeled on smooth 8-groupoids Sh8(CartSp) (see [GS17b] for detailed discussion).
The axiom of descent holds for T(Sh8(CartSp)) and we can apply the same local-to-global technique,
as we did in Sec. 2.1.
Theorem 12 (The twisted differential Pontrjagin character). Let M be a smooth manifold and let σˆ =
(σˆ1, σ2) : M Ñ B(Z/2)∇ ˆ B
2Z/2 be a twist foryKO with underlying topological twist σ = (σ1, σ2).
Let LÑ M be the real graded line bundle with connection defined by the twist σˆ1. There is a morphism of
corresponding sheaves of spectra on M
xPhσ : diff(KOσ, d,L) // diff(H(π˚(KO)σ1 bQ), d1,L) ,
called the twisted differential Pontrjagin character, which refines the underlying topological Pontrjagin
character. Here we regard σˆ as a twist for H(π˚(KO)bQ) via rationalization as described in Sec. 2.1.
Proof. Fix a good open cover tUαu of M. Pulling back the sheaf of spectrayKOσ Ñ M by the inclusion
iα : Uα ãÑ M, gives a sheaf of spectrayKOi˚α σ over Uα. Since Uα is contractible, Proposition 4 in [GS17b]
implies that we have an equivalence
fα : diff
(
KOi˚α σ, i
˚
αd, i
˚
αL
)
» diff(KO, Ph,π˚(KO))
of sheaves of spectra over Uα. Similarly, we have local trivializations
gα : diff
(
H(π˚(KO)bQ)i˚α σ, i
˚
αd
1, i˚αL
)
» diff
(
H(π˚(KO)bQ), d
1,π˚(KO)bR
)
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over each Uα. We can locally define the twisted differential Pontrjagin character, xPhi˚α σ, as the clockwise
composition
diff(KOi˚α σ, i
˚
αd, i
˚
αL)
xPh
i˚α σ

»
fα // diff(KO, Ph,π˚(KO))
xPh

diff(H(π˚(KO)bQ)i˚α σ˚Ph, i
˚
αd
1, i˚αL) diff(H(π˚(KO)bQ), i,π˚(KO)bR).»
g´1αoo
Since the differential Pontrjagin character induces a morphism of smooth stacks (see Prop. 11), it follows
that the local twisted Pontrjagin character mapsxPhi˚α σ are compatible with the transition data for the bundle
of spectra. By descent it follows that the local morphismsxPhi˚α σ induce a global morphism which is unique
for this data, up to a contractible choice. ✷
3. THE ATIYAH-HIRZEBRUCH SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR TWISTED DIFFERENTIAL KO-THEORY
In this section we develop our computational tools, in the form of the AHSS. It turns out that we need to
devote a lot of attention to the twisted topological theory before being able to discuss the twisted differential
theory.
3.1. AHSS for twisted KO-theory. The goal of this section is to identify some of the differentials in the
spectral sequence for twisted KO-theory. Interestingly, it appears that these have not yet been calculated,
even for the E2-page of the spectral sequence. Because we are also considering twists of degree 1, the
E2-page of the AHSS will contain cohomology with local coefficients. Thus we have a real analogue of
the statements in [AS06] for the complex case, and extending the real case from having just a degree two
twist in [Ro89].
Given σ = (σ1, σ2) : X Ñ K(Z/2, 1) ˆ K(Z/2, 2), the AHSS for twisted KO-theory takes the
following form
(3.1) E
p,q
2 = H
p(X;πq(KO)σ1) ùñ KO
p+q
σ (X) ,
where πq(KO)σ1 is the local coefficient system specified by the degree 1 twist σ1 : X Ñ K(Z/2, 1)
and the canonical action of the units Z/2 on the graded ring π˚(KO). Note that this action is trivial for
πq(KO) – Z/2 with q = 1, 2 mod 8.
Consider the canonical bundle map π : K(Z/2, p)  Z/2 ÝÑ BZ/2, where the quotient denotes
the homotopy orbits of the canonical Z/2-action. By a standard representability arguments, the homotopy
classes of maps K(Z/2, p) Z/2 ÝÑ K(Z/2, q) Z/2 coveringπ are in bijective correspondencewith
cohomology operations with local coefficient system specified by a map σ1 : X Ñ BZ/2. Denote the set
of such homotopy classes by Hq(K(Z/2, p) Z/2;Z2), where Z2 indicates the local coefficient system.
According to the main theorem of Gitler in [Gi63], the quotient map i : K(Z/2, p) ÝÑ K(Z/2, p) Z/2
induces an isomorphism of rings
i˚ : H˚(K(Z/2, p) Z/2;Z2)
– // H˚(K(Z/2, p);Z/2) .
Hence, taking local coefficients has no effect on the possible natural operations. We immediately get the
following.
Lemma 13 (Operations with local coefficients). The natural operations in cohomology with local coeffi-
cients for spaces equipped with maps σ : X Ñ K(Z/2, 1)ˆ K(Z/2, 2) raising degree by 2 are thus in
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bijective correspondence with the cohomology group
Hp+2
(
K(Z/2, 1)ˆ K(Z/2, 2)ˆK(Z/2, p);Z/2
)
.
From the Künneth formula, one finds that the only possibility is combinations of Sq2, Sq1, w1 and w2,
the latter corresponding to the generators of H1(K(Z/2, 1);Z/2) and H2(K(Z/2, 2);Z/2). Similar
considerations also hold for operations from Z-coefficients to Z/2-coefficients and Z/2-coefficients to
Z-coefficients. Since the first non-vanishing differentials are necessarily stable cohomology operations, it
follows from these considerations that we have the following.
Remark 3 (Possible form of the differentials). The differentials take the general form
d
p,´8t
2 = aSq
2 ˝ r + bσ1 Y Sq
1 ˝ r + cσ21 Y r + dσ2 Y r ,(3.2)
d
p,´8t´1
2 = a
1Sq2 + b1σ1 Y Sq
1 + c1σ21 Y+d
1σ2Y ,(3.3)
d
p,´8t´2
2 = a
2β ˝ Sq2 + d2β ˝ σ2Y ,(3.4)
where r : H˚(X;Z) Ñ H˚(X;Z/2) is the mod 2 reduction, β : H˚(X;Z/2) Ñ H˚+1(X;Z) is the
Bockstein homomorphism, and the coefficients are in Z/2, and where the constants a, a1, a2, b, b1, c, c1, d,
d1, and d2 P Z/2 are to be determined.
Our work is thus reduced to identifying the coefficients. Note that the first three coefficients are a =
a1 = a2 = 1, as these correspond to the untwisted case [Fu67][ABP67][GS18b].
To identify the remaining coefficients, we will provide examples of spaces which isolate each term of the
differentials. In each case, we either show that the differential cannot vanish, and thus the corresponding
coefficient is 1, or that having a non-vanishing differential leads to a contradiction.
The real projective spaces RPn and higher dimensional Klein bottles Kn will be essential for our iden-
tification, but in order to use these spaces, we need to make some preliminary calculations. First, we use
the main results of [Fu67] (see [Aj85] for a simplified treatment), which computes theĄKO-theory of real
projective spaces – these are tabulated in the following table and we then compute the KO groups and
twisted KO groups of Klein bottles.
i
n
8r 8r + 1 8r + 2 8r + 3 8r + 4 8r + 5 8r + 6 8r + 7
0 (24r) (24r+1) (24r+2) (24r+2) (24r+3) (24r+3) (24r+3) (24r+3)
1 (2) (2) (2) (8) + (2) (2) (2) (2) (8) + (2)
2 (2) + (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) + (2) (2) + (2) + (2)
3 (2) (8) 0 0 0 (8) (2) (2) + (2)
4 (24r) (24r) (24r) (24r) (24r+1) (24r+2) (24r+3) (24r+3)
5 0 0 0 (8) 0 0 0 (8)
6 0 0 (2) (2) + (2) (2) 0 0 0
7 0 (8) (2) (2) + (2) (2) (8) 0 0
TABLE 1. The groupsĄKO´i(RPn). Here, (k) denotes the cyclic group of order k.
Remark 4 (Utility of the twisted Thom isomorphism and real projective spaces). One useful trick is to
use the twisted Thom isomorphism in KO-theory, established in [HJ13, Prop. 4.1.7], in order to compute
the twisted KO-theory of real projective spaces. In particular, if we take the twist (w1,w2) : RP
n Ñ
K(Z/2, 1) ˆ K(Z/2) corresponding to w1 and w2 of the canonical line bundle ξ Ñ RP
n, then w2
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vanishes since its degree exceeds the rank. From the identification Th(ξ) » RPn+1, we see that the
twisted Thom isomorphism gives an isomorphism
ĄKO´iw1(RPn) –ĄKO´i+1(RPn+1) .
Thus, we can read off the twisted KO-groups of real projective spaces from the above table, simply by
referring to the entry diagonally up and right from the entry corresponding to the untwisted group.
Remark 5 (Untwisting effect). Note that this untwisting effect has been observed in twisted K-theory in
[Kh11] and in twisted Morava K-theory in [SY17]. Thus classical calculations of the latter untwisted
groups KO(TE), e.g. in [ABP67][Do07], where TE is the Thom space of a bundle E, can be recast as
being twisted KO-theory calculations. We will discuss these matters in detail elsewhere.
We now turn to theKO-theory of Klein bottles. In [Da17], the cohomology groups of higher-dimensional
Klein bottles were identified. It is also tacitly assumed there that a combination of the AHSS and Mayer-
Vietoris sequence could be used to compute the K-theory and KO-theory of Klein bottles. While it seems
that in principle one could do this, the calculations involved appear to us to be quite tedious. Therefore,
we have chosen a different approach which involves an interesting interplay between twisted and untwisted
cohomology. We also use the method to compute the twisted KO-theory.
Proposition 14 (Twisted KO-theory of Klein bottles). Consider the n-dimensional Klein bottle as the
quotient Kn » (S1)n/(z1, z2, . . . , zn´1, t) „ (z1, z2, . . . , zn´1,´t) and let σ1 : Kn Ñ K(Z/2, 1) be the
map classifying the double cover.
(i)We have the recursive formulas which relate twisted and untwisted KO-groups
ĄKOi(K2) –ĄKOi(RP1)‘ĄKOi(RP2)(3.5) ĄKOiσ1(K2) –ĄKOi+1(RP2)‘ĄKOi(RP2)(3.6) ĄKOi(Kn) –ĄKOi(Kn´1)‘ĄKOiσ1(Kn´1)(3.7)
and which, from Table 3.1, determines the KO-theory of all higher-dimensional Klein bottles.
(ii)We also have the recursive formula for the twisted KO-theory
(3.8) ĄKOiσ1(Kn) –ĄKOiσ1(Kn´1)‘ĄKOiσ1(Kn´1) .
Proof. (i) We begin by verifying the base cases (3.5) and (3.6). To compute the KO-theory of the 2-
dimensional Klein bottle K2, observe that K2 can be identified as the unit sphere bundle of the rank 2
vector bundle
1‘ ξ » R2 ˆ S1/(u, v, t) „ (u,´v,´t) // RP1 ,
where ξ Ñ RP1 is the canonical bundle. This sphere bundle admits a section s : RP1 Ñ K2 given by
sending [x] ÞÑ [(1, 0, x)] with x P S1. We thus have a homotopy commutative diagram
(3.9) K2 » S(1‘ ξ)
j
// D(1‘ ξ) //
π »

Th(1‘ ξ) » S1 ^RP2
vv❧❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
RP1
s
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
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with the top sequence a cofiber sequence, where Th denotes the Thom space. This gives rise to a split short
exact sequence in KO-theory
0 //ĄKOi(RP1) j˚ //ĄKOi(K2) //ĄKOi+1(S1 ^RP2) // 0 ,
which gives the identification (3.5).
Now to compute the twisted theory, observe that the twist σ1 corresponding to the double cover of
K2 factors as σ1 : K2 Ñ RP
1 Ñ K(Z/2, 1), the latter corresponding to w1 of ξ. The maps in (3.9)
are manifestly compatible with twist defined by pullback. Moreover, the usual Thom isomorphism in
cohomology implies that the twist vanishes on the Thom space. The diagram (3.9) thus also gives rise to a
split exact sequence in twistedĄKO-theory
0 //ĄKO˚σ1(RP1) j˚ //ĄKO˚σ1(K2) //ĄKO˚+1(S1 ^RP2) // 0 .
Combining this with the suspension and twisted Thom isomorphism gives the identification (3.6).
The diagram (3.9) can be extended to higher dimensions as follows. The n-dimensional Klein bottle
Kn can be identified with the unit sphere bundle of the plane bundle R2 ˆ (S1)n´1/ „Ñ Kn´1 and this
bundle again has a section given by s : [x] ÞÑ [(1, 0, x)]. We have a homotopy commutative diagram
(3.10) Kn » S(1‘ ξ)
j
// D(1‘ ξ) //
π »

Th(1‘ ξ)
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
q
Kn´1
s
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
with ξ Ñ Kn´1 the line bundle classified by σ1 : Kn´1 Ñ RP
1 Ñ K(Z/2, 1). This gives a split short
exact sequence
0 //ĄKO˚(Kn´1) j˚ //ĄKO˚(Kn) //ĄKO˚+1(Th(1‘ ξ)) // 0 .
From the twisted Thom isomorphism, we get the identification (3.7).
(ii) Finally, the recursive formula for the twisted case follows again by the diagram (3.10), the twisted
Thom isomorphism, and the compatibility of the twists on Kn´1 and Kn. ✷
Given these preliminary identifications, we return to the question of identifying the remaining coeffi-
cients in expressions (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) of Remark 3.
Lemma 15. In equation (3.3), we have c1 = 0 and b1 = 1.
Proof. Let ξ Ñ RPn denote the canonical bundle. The Thom space of the Whitney sum kξ is given by the
stunted projective spaces
(RPn)kξ = RPn+k/RPk´1 .
For k = 1, we have (RPn)ξ = RPn+1. Let σ1 = w1 : RPn Ñ K(Z/2, 1) denote the generator,
corresponding to w1(ξ) and let Z denote the local coefficient system with fiber Z, classified by w1. From
the well-known expression (see [GS18a] for an explicit calculation)
Hp(RP2n;Z) =
$’&’%
Z p = 2n
Z/2 p odd
0 otherwise
and Hp(RP2n+1;Z) =
#
Z/2 p odd
0 otherwise
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we identify the relevant terms in the E2-page of the twisted AHSS as
(3.11)
0 0 Z/2 0 Z/2 0 . . .
´1 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2
´2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 . . .
´4 0 Z/2 0 Z/2 0 . . .
where the numbers to the left of the vertical line correspond to the grading on πq(KO) and the groups on
the right are organized from left to right according to cohomological degree Hp (as usual). The entries are
zeros for p ą n for n odd, and Z’s are inserted at the entries E
´4q,n
2 when n is even.
From the identification of the KO groups of real projective space in Table 3.1 and the twisted KO-
groups, identified in Remark 4, we have KO0w1(ξ)(RP
3) –ĄKO1(RP4) – Z/2. Hence, precisely one of
the Z/2 factors must be killed by either d0,´12 or d
1,´1. This is not possible if b1 = 0 and c1 = 1, since
otherwise for the generator x P H1, we would have d0,´12 (x) = d
1,´1(x) = x3 ‰ 0 and both factors
would be killed. It is also clearly not possible if b1 = c1 = 0. Hence we must have b1 = 1.
To see that c1 = 0, we use RP2. In this case the twisted Thom isomorphism for the canonical bundle
ξ Ñ RP2 gives the identification KO0w1(ξ)(RP
2) – ĄKO1(RP3) – Z/2 ‘Z/2. The AHSS looks as
follows
(3.12)
0 0 Z/2 Z 0 . . .
´1 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 0
´2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 0 . . .
´4 0 Z/2 Z 0 . . .
Hence both Z/2’s must contribute. Therefore, d0,´12 must vanish and, since both Sq
2 and Sq1 vanish for
degree reasons, this forces c1 = 0. ✷
Lemma 16. In equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), we have d1, d2, d = 1.
Proof. Consider the twist w2 : RP5 Ñ K(Z/2, 2) corresponding to the second Stiefel-Whitney class of
the tangent bundle. Note that RP5 is oriented, so w1 = 0. Since TRP5 ‘ 1 – 6ξ, we have the relation
(RP5)TRP
5
^ S1 » (RP5)6ξ » RP11/RP5 ,
which gives an isomorphismĄKOq´1((RP5)TRP5) –ĄKOq(RP11/RP5). From the long exact sequence
for KO-theory of a pair, we have the sequence
(3.13) ¨ ¨ ¨ //ĄKOq´1(RP5) //ĄKOq(RP11/RP5) //ĄKOq(RP11) //ĄKOq(RP5) // ¨ ¨ ¨ .
In particular, the identifications in Table 3.1 and the twisted Thom isomorphism (applied to the tangent
bundle) give the exact sequence
(3.14) 0 // KO´2w2 (RP
5) // Z/(24)
ǫ // Z/(22) // KO´1w2 (RP
5) // 0 .
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We now examine this sequence in conjunction with the AHSS. Since the degree 1 twist w1 = 0, we need
not consider local coefficients in the twisted AHSS and in this case the relevant portion of the spectral
sequence reduces to
(3.15)
0 Z 0 Z/2 0 Z/2 Z . . .
´1 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2
´2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2 . . .
´4 Z 0 Z/2 0 Z/2 Z . . .
From (3.15), one sees that both copies of Z/2 must contribute toĄKO´2σ2 (RP5) and hence this group has
4 elements. Considering the possible images of ǫ in (3.14), the first isomorphism theorem implies that this
is only possible if ǫ is surjective. This, then implies thatĄKO´1σ2 (RP5) – 0 and this is only possible if
d0,´12 and d
1,´2
3 are isomorphisms. Since Sq
2 vanishes here for degree reasons and w1 = 0, we must have
d2 = 1 and d1 = 1.
To show that d = 1, we note that the sequence (3.13), the identifications in Table (3.1), and the twisted
Thom isomorphism give an exact sequence
(3.16) ĄKO3w2(RP5) ÝÑ Z/2‘Z/2 φÝÑ Z
and φ is necessarily trivial. This gives a surjectionĄKO3w2(RP5) ։ Z/2‘Z/2. From the AHSS it then
follows that on the generator x2 P H2, we must have d2,02 (x
2) = x4 + dx4 = 0. Hence d = 1. ✷
The final identification requires the Klein bottles and dispenses of the w21 term.
Lemma 17. In equation (3.2), we have b = 1 and c = 0.
Proof. First, applying the AHSS to RP3 as in the proof of Lemma 15, we see that the differential d1,02 :
Z/2 Ñ Z/2 must be an isomorphism. Hence, either b = 0 and c = 1 or b = 1 and c = 0. We
claim it is the latter. Let σ1 : K3 Ñ K(Z/2, 1) be the twist corresponding to the double cover of the
3-dimensional Klein bottle K3. This twist satisfies σ1 ‰ 0, but σ
2
1 = 0. Moreover Let Z be the local
coefficient system with fiber Z corresponding to σ1. A straightforward calculation with the Mayer-Vietoris
sequence in twisted cohomology 4 shows that H1(K3;Z) – Z/2. On the other hand, our calculation of
the twisted KO-theory of the Klein bottles gives
ĄKO1σ1(K3) –ĄKO1σ1(K2)‘ĄKO1σ1(K2) – (Z/2)4 .
Combining this with the identification Hi(K3;Z/2) = (Z/2)(
3
i), obtained in [Da17] and our identifica-
tion of the differential d
p,8t´1
2 , it follows that the differential d
1,0
2 : H
1(K3;Z)Ñ Z/2 – H
3(K3;Z/2) –
Z/2 must be an isomorphism. Hence b = 1 and c = 0. ✷
Assembling the above lemmas together, we have proved the following.
Proposition 18 (AHSS for twisted KO-theory.). Let X be a CW complex. Denote the full twisting class
for KO-theory by σ = (σ1, σ2) P H
1(X;Z/2)ˆ H2(X;Z/2). Then there exists a spectral sequence for
4One can use the covering of K3 by (S1)2ˆ (0, 1) and K3 ´ ((S1)2 ˆ t
1
2 u).
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twisted KO-theory with E2-term the twisted Cˇech cohomology
E
p,q
2 = Hˇ
p(X,πq(KO)σ1) ,
with differentials d
p,´8t
2 : Hˇ
p(X;Z) ÝÑ Hˇp+2(X;Z/2), d
p,´8t´1
2 : Hˇ
p(X;Z/2) ÝÑ Hˇp+2(X;Z/2),
and d
p,´8t´2
3 : Hˇ
p(X;Z/2) ÝÑ Hˇp+3(X;Z) given, respectively, by
d
p,´8t
2 = Sq
2 ˝ r + σ1 Y Sq
1 ˝ r + σ2 Y r ,
d
p,´8t´1
2 = Sq
2 + σ1 Y Sq
1 + σ2Y ,
d
p,´8t´2
3 = β ˝ Sq
2 + β ˝ σ2 Y .
Note the modification of the E2-page upon including the degree one twist.
3.2. AHSS for twisted differential KO-theory. With the heavy lifting done, we now move to the dif-
ferential theory. For twists of the form σ2 : M Ñ B2Z/2, and in contrast to the case of twists by σ1 in
Proposition 18, the spectral sequence in Proposition 10 has E2-page which looks identical to the untwisted
case. 5 In [GS18b], we identified the untwisted E2-page as in figure (3.2).
8 H0(M;Z) H1(M;Z) H2(M;Z)
7 H0(M;Z/2) H1(M;Z/2) H2(M;Z/2)
6 H0(M;Z/2) H1(M;Z/2) H2(M;Z/2)
4 H0(M;Z) H1(M;Z) H2(M;Z)
0 Ω0cl,Z(M;π˚(KO))
´1 H0(M;Z/2) H1(M;Z/2) H2(M;Z/2)
´2 H0(M;Z/2) H1(M;Z/2) H2(M;Z/2)
´3. H0(M;U(1)) H1(M;U(1)) H2(M;U(1))
´7 H0(M;U(1)) H1(M;U(1)) H2(M;U(1))
8 H0(M;Z) H1(M;Z) H2(M;Z)
7 H0(M;Z/2) H1(M;Z/2) H2(M;Z/2)
6 H0(M;Z/2) H1(M;Z/2) H2(M;Z/2)
4 H0(M;Z) H1(M;Z) H2(M;Z)
0 H0(M;Z) H1(M;Z) H2(M;Z)
´1 H0(M;Z/2) H1(M;Z/2) H2(M;Z/2)
´2 H0(M;Z/2) H1(M;Z/2) H2(M;Z/2)
´4 H0(M;Z) H1(M;Z) H2(M;Z)
´8 H0(M;Z) H1(M;Z) H2(M;Z)
FIGURE 1. The E2-page foryKO on the left vs. the E2-page for KO on the right.
If we include the degree 1 differential twists σˆ1 : M Ñ B(Z/2)∇, then the topological AHSS is
modified to include cohomology with local coefficients. In contrast, the differential AHSS has both local
coefficients as well as the modification
E0,02 = Ω
0
cl,Z(M;π˚(KO))
///o/o/o E0,02 = Ω
0(M;L)fl-∇ ,
where L Ñ M is the 4-periodic graded bundle with fiber R[α, α´1], |α| = 4, with classifying map given
by the topological twist σ1 and flat connection∇ specified by the 1-formR(σˆ1) (see Proposition 9).
5Note that in general this is not the case, since for non-torsion twists the curvature forms in bidegree (0, 0) may be twisted closed.
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We now identify a notable portion of the differentials in the twisted AHSS. As in [GS18b], we split
this task into two parts – the identification of the flat differentials and the identification of the geometric
differentials. We begin with the former.
Proposition 19 (Flat differentials). Let σˆ = (σˆ1, σ2) P H
1(X;Z/2)ˆ H2(X;Z/2) be a twist of KO-
theory and regard this as a twist for the differential refinement via Proposition 7. Let Lδ andZ be the local
systems with fiber R and Z Ă R, respectively, both classified by σ1. Then the differentials
d
p,´8t´7
3 : Hˇ
p(X;Lδ/Z) ÝÑ Hˇp+3(X;Z/2),
d
p,´8t´1
2 : Hˇ
p(X;Z/2) ÝÑ Hˇp+2(X;Z/2),
d
p,´8t´2
3 : Hˇ
p(X;Z/2) ÝÑ Hˇp+2(X;Lδ/Z)
are given, respectively, by
d
p,´8t´7
2 = Sq
2 ˝ r ˝ β+ σ1 Y Sq
1 ˝ r ˝ β+ σ2 Y r ˝ β ,
d
p,´8t´1
2 = Sq
2 + σ1 Y Sq
1 + σ2Y ,
d
p,´8t´2
3 = j ˝ Sq
2 + j ˝ (σ2Y) ,
where β : Hp(M;Lδ/Z) Ñ Hp+1(M;Z) is the Bockstein associated to the exact sequence of locally
constant sheaves 0 ÝÑ Z ÝÑ Lδ ÝÑ Lδ/Z ÝÑ 0 .
Proof. From the proof of [GS16b, Proposition 17], 6 the Bockstein for cohomology with local coefficients
β : Hp(M;Lδ/Z) Ñ Hp+1(M;Z) commutes with the differentials in the spectral sequences which
appear in the fourth quadrant p ą 0, q ă 0, corresponding toyKOσˆ and KOσ, respectively. Consideration
of the morphisms of AHSS’s induced by the long fiber sequence of parametrized spectra on M, associated
to
KOσ ÝÑ KOσ ^S(R) ÝÑ KOσ^S(R/Z) ,
shows that the connecting homomorphism β˜ : KOσ^S(R/Z) Ñ ΣKOσ induces an isomorphism at
the entries with Z/2-coefficients. This proves the claim for the differentials d
p,´8t´1
2 . For the remaining
differentials, observe that from the above considerations, we have commutative diagrams
(3.17) Hp(X;Z/2)
d2

Hp(X;Z/2)
d3

Hp+2(X;Lδ/Z)
β
// Hp+3(X;Z)
and Hp(X;Lδ/Z)
β
//
d3

Hp+1(X;Z)
d2

Hp+3(X;Z/2) Hp+3(X;Z/2) .
The right diagram gives the identification of d
p,´8t´7
3 . As for the remaining differential, note that the from
the relation I j = β, with β : Hp(X;Lδ/Z) Ñ Hp+1(X;Z) the Bockstein, we have that d
p,´8t´2
2 is as
claimed, modulo possibly an element in the kernel of β. But naturality of d2 and the identification
H2(K(Z/2, p);Lδ) – H2(K(Z/2, p);R) – 0 ,
forces this element to vanish. ✷
Note that flat KO-theory KO(´;R/Z) has been used in [FMS07, Appendix B] to establish Pontrjagin
self-duality of KO-theory.
6Note that KOσ1 does not fulfill the requirements of the referenced proposition in [GS16b]. However, the proposition still holds at
the entries where the connecting homomorphism of spectral sequences is trivial and the homological argument presented there works
equally well for twisted cohomology and local coefficients.
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We now turn our attention to the geometric differentials in the AHSS. In [GS19], starting with a form
ω = ω0 + ω2 +ω4 + ¨ ¨ ¨ , we identified the following differentials for complex differential K-theory
d0,02 (ω) = [ω2] mod Z ,(3.18)
d0,04 (ω) = [ω4] mod Z + j2Sq
2(x2) ,(3.19)
d0,06 (ω) = [ω6] mod Z + Sq
2
(ω4) + P
1
3 (x2) ,(3.20)
where x2 is an integral lift of [ω2], Sq
2
(ω4) is some Z/2-valued cohomology operations, well-defined
modulo the image of d3, and P
1
3 denotes the first Steenrod power at the prime 3. Here the identification
of the differentials d4 and d6 were made more complicated due to the presence of nonvanishing d2 and d4,
pairwise respectively. For KO, the situation is made easier for d4, since there are no degree 2 forms that
arise, while the differential d8 appears to be quite complicated. We have the following identification.
Proposition 20 (Geometric differential). Consider the fourth differential d4 : E
0,0
4 Ñ E
5,´4
4 .
(i) In the AHSS for untwistedyKO, d4 is given by
(3.21) d4(ω) =
1
2 [ω4] mod Z .
(ii) For twistedyKO, with twist σˆ = (σˆ1, σ2) : M ÝÑ B(Z/2)∇ ˆB2Z/2, the differential is given by
(3.22) d4(ω) =
1
2 [ω4] mod Z ,
where [ω4] is the class of a flat 4-form, with values in the graded line bundle L, classified by the rational-
ization of σ1. The local system Z ãÑ L is the Z-subbundle of the degree 4 component (with respect to the
aforementioned grading) of L, classified by σ1.
Proof. As in [GS19], we construct a universal example as follows. The differential
d4 : E
0,0
4 =
à
n
Ω
4n
cl (M) ÝÑ H
4(M;U(1))/im(d2)
factors through the cohomology group H4(M;R). We can approximate the Eilenberg MacLane space
K(R, 4) by a smooth manifold via a sequence of surgeries and the differential d2 = Sq2 necessarily
vanishes on K(R, 4). There is no cokernel, and it follows that d4 must be a cohomology operation of
the form φ : K(R, 4) Ñ K(U(1), 4). Such operations are parametrized by λ P R, corresponding to the
map on cohomology x ÞÑ λx mod Z. To see that λ = 12 , we consider the 4-sphere S
4. The Pontrjagin
character maps α P KO´4(˚) ÞÑ 2 P Z and hence a form ω4 P Ωcl(S
4) is identified with an element of
the image of Ph if and only if it has even integral periods – hence 12 [ω4] must be integral.
The twisted case is similar. In this case, d4 factors through H
4(M;Lδ) and the twisted cohomology is
represented by sections of the pullback of the bundle K(R, 4) Rˆ Ñ K(Rˆ, 1), where the units Rˆ act
by multiplication on R in the usual way. The maps φ1 : K(R, 4) Ñ K(R, 4) defined by multiplication by
λ are equivariant with respect to the Rˆ-action. Moreover, all the maps
φ : K(R, 4)Rˆ ÝÑ (K(R, 4)Rˆ)  (K(Z, 4)Z/2)
factor, up to homotopy, through a map
φ1 : K(R, 4)Rˆ ÝÑ K(R, 4)Rˆ .
The homotopy classes of φ1, and hence φ are thus in bijective correspondence with λ P R, as in the un-
twisted case. Since we have already shown that λ = 12 in the untwisted case, the claim follows. ✷
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3.3. Applications. Having provided our constructions in previous sections, we now illustrate with appli-
cations originating from physics, but which will interestingly lead to results in geometry and topology,
including obtaining Rokhlin’s theorem as a corollary.
(I) Low-dimensional manifolds. For low-dimensional complexes, there is an isomorphism of the form
KO(X) – Zˆ H1(X;Z/2)ˆ H2(X;Z/2) .
This is classical when X is a surface, by Atiyah [At71] (using additive notation) and has been used in
[MMS03] and more recently by Hitchin in [Hi13]. For dimX ď 3, this is done recently (using product
notation) by Karoubi, Schlichting, and Weibel in [KSW16, proof of theorem 4.6] in the context of real
varieties. In [KW19, Remark 5.9.1], the AHSS is used to show the following: for dimX ď 3, the kernel
of (rank, det) : KO(X)Ñ H0(X;Z)‘H1(X;Z/2) is mapped isomorphically onto H2(X;Z/2) via the
second Stiefel Whitney class w2.
We generalize the above to the twisted differential setting.
Proposition 21 (Differential KO-theory of low-dimensional manifolds). If M is a manifold of dimension
ď 3, then we have a bijection of sets
yKO0(M) – Zˆ H1(M;Z/2)ˆ H2(M;Z/2) ,
and the canonical map I :yKO(M)Ñ KO(M) is an isomorphism of groups.
Proof. The first claim follows immediately from consideration of the differential AHSS, combined with
the low dimension of M. To see that I induces an isomorphism of groups, one simply observes that I in-
duces an isomorphism of correspondingAHSS. Hence,yKO(M) fits into the same extension asKO(M). ✷
Note that the differential refinement is not reflected in having differential cohomology on the right hand
side of the isomorphism, due to the dimensions considered versus those related to KO. We will see similar
effects below, but we emphasize that in higher dimensions one would encounter twisted differential integral
cohomology (i.e., twisted Deligne cohomology) developed in [GS17a][GS18a], but we will not develop this
here.
(II) Lifting forms toyKOxtw via field quantization in string theory. In the presence of an H-flux or H-
field, charges of Type I D-branes [Wi98a] and corresponding Ramond-Ramond (RR-) fields [MW00] are
proposed to take values in twisted KO-theory. We have put on firm mathematical ground the statement
in the untwisted case [GS18b] and the twisted complex case [GS19]; here we do something analogous in
the twisted real case. We explore the RR-field quantization (borrowed from the type II case [GS19]) by
utilizing the differential AHSS. Although it is possible to find the complete quantization conditions for the
RR-fields on a 10-dimensional spacetime X10, this would be somewhat involved and requires identifying
higher differentials in the AHSS. The pleasant outcome is that what we do already leads to interesting
topological and geometric consequences. We start with the untwisted case.
Proposition 22 (Lifting 4k-forms to differential KO-theory). We have the following necessary and suffi-
cient conditions on a differential form G = G0 + G4 in order for it to lift toyKO-theory:
(i) G0 is a constant integer.
(ii) G4 satisfies the equation
[G4] (mod Z) = j2Sq
2(x2) = j2x
2
2 ,
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for some x2 P H
2(X;Z/2), where j2 : H
2(M;Z/2) Ñ H2(M;U(1)) is the inclusion via the 2-roots of
unity.
Proof. Applying the differential AHSS, we see that the only d2 = j2Sq2 : H2(X;Z/2) Ñ H4(X;U(1))
and d3 : H1(X;Z/2) Ñ H4(X;U(1)) can affect the values of G. The differential d3 can be shown to
vanish for degree reasons, and hence the only obstruction is j2Sq
2; the corresponding vanishing condition
on d4(G4) =
1
2 [G4] mod Z is thus the one claimed. ✷
Remark 6 (Rohklin’s Theorem). An immediate corollary of Prop. 22 is Rokhlin’s Theorem [Rok52].
Indeed, consider a 4-dimensional Spin manifold X. We take G4 to be the degree 4 component of the pA-
genus (the Chern character of the virtual spinor bundle) and note that the Wu formula and the fact that X
is Spin imply Sq2 = 0 on degree 2 classes. By Hirzebruch’s signature formula, we see that the divisibility
of G4 by 2 implies divisibility of the signature by 16.
We now turn to the twisted case. Here the torsion twist has an affect on the possible values of G, even
in the case of vanishing degree 1 twist (in which case twisted closed forms reduce to untwisted ones).
Proposition 23 (Lifting 4k-forms to twisted differential KO-theory). Let σ = σ2 be a twist of degree 2
on X10 (i.e., the B-field). We have the following necessary and sufficient conditions on a differential form
G = G0 + G4 in order that it lift toyKOσ2:
(i) G0 is integral.
(ii)We have
1
2 [G4] (mod Z) = j2x
2
2 + j2σ2 Y x2 ,
for some x2 P H
2(X;Z/2).
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to Proposition 22. We simply utilize the identification of the
differential d2 in the twisted differential case from Proposition 19. ✷
This result in the twisted case also has an interesting consequence for orientable 4-manifolds. Taking
σ2 = w2, the Wu formula implies
x22 + w2x2 = 2x
2
2 = 0 .
Hence, regardless of whether the manifold is spinnable, it is necessary that G4 has even integral periods in
order for it to lift to KO. It is not true that on a general orientable 4-manifold that the signature is divisible
by 16. This does not contradict the previous result, however, since for non Spin manifolds, we cannot take
G4 to be the degree 4 component of the pA-genus (i.e., we do not have a spinor bundle available). We have
the following:
Corollary 24 (Periods for 4-manifolds). For the twist σ2 = w2(TM), where M is an orientable 4-
manifold, it is necessary that a differential form G4 on M must have even integral periods in order for
it to lift to twisted differential KO-theory.
Note that this killing of Sq2 is a typical effect in twisted cohomology and is really a manifestation of the
twisted Thom isomorphism (see also Remark 4 and Remark 5).
(III) Twisted differential KO-theory and type I string theory. Type I string theory with non-trivial B-
field is often referred to as type I theory "without vector structure" with characteristic class w P H2(X,Z/2)
for PO(H) » K(Z/2, 2) bundles [Wi98b]. Twistings distinguishing various forms of type I string theory
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as well as corresponding dualities are studied in [DMDR14][DMDR15]. The corresponding RR-fields may
be modeled as principal Spin(32)-bundles "without vector structure" [LMST98] [Wi98b]. The B-field in
Type I is a local closed 2-form on M which defines a class B in H2(M;Z/2) [SS97]. A geometric in-
terpretation of such 2-torsion B-fields as the holonomy of connections for real bundle gerbes are given in
[MMS03], where isomorphism classes of real bundles gerbes are shown to be in bijective correspondence
with Dixmier-Douady class in H2(M;Z/2), known in the physics literature as the t’Hooft class. The
anomaly cancellation condition is rw2(V)´ B = 0 P H2(M;Z/2), where V Ñ M is an SO(32)/(Z/2)-
bundle "without vector structure" and rw2(V) is the obstruction class for true SO(32)/(Z/2)-structure.
In order to be self-contained and to show explicitly what happens in the differential refinement, we
derive this anomaly cancellation from the differential refinement of the Freed-Witten anomaly, discussed
in [GS19]. Type I theories without vector structure and corresponding anomalies are discussed in the
context of twisted KO-theory in [Fr00]. What we do here is streamline the description to highlight direct
connection toyKOxtw, with consequences below in (IV).
Let Q ãÑ M be a D-brane. The class w2(Q) gives rise to a differential cohomology class pW3(Q) PpH3(Q;Z) via the map
j ˝ j2 : H
2(Q;Z/2) ÝÑ H2(Q;U(1)) ÝÑ pH3(Q;Z) ,
where j : H2(Q;U(1))Ñ pH3(Q;Z) is the inclusion of flat classes. This indeed defines a differential re-
finement of W3, but it is not unique. However, the U(1)-gauge fieldA determines a differential refinement
of W3 (see [GS19]), where we put forth a differential refinement of the Freed-Witten anomaly. Explicitly,
this is given as
(3.23) pW3(Q;F ) + j(B) = j ˝ j2w2(Q)´ jexp( 12πiF)+ hˆ = 0 ,
where hˆ is the degree three gerbe and F represents the "curvature" of the U(1)-gauge field. Applying
this to a spacetime filling 9-brane in the orientifold setting, 7 we note that since M is Spin we have the
condition w2(Q) = 0, and so (3.23) reduces to
(3.24) jexp
(
1
2πiF
)
= hˆ .
Now the class exp
(
1
2πiF
)
P H2(Q;U(1)) is 2-torsion, since 12πiF has half-integral periods (i.e., F is
not the curvature of a true U(1)-gauge bundle in general) and hence in hˆ = j ˝ j2(B) for some class
B P H2(M;Z/2).
Now the spacetime filling branes support SO(32)/(Z/2)-bundles V Ñ M "without vector structure"
and the obstruction to lifting to a legitimate bundle is the mod 2-class rw2(V). The hypothesis that the
background field B twists the spacetime geometry (including the gauge bundles on the brane) [Wi98a] then
yields precisely the following cancellation condition.
Remark 7 (Type I anomaly cancellation in twisted differential KO-theory). On an orientifold spacetime,
the hˆ-field necessarily satisfies the condition (3.24) and hence is of the form hˆ = j ˝ j2(B) for some
B P H2(M;Z/2). This class is unique modulo the image of the mod 2 reduction ρ2 : H
2(M;Z) Ñ
H2(M;Z/2) on torsion classes in H2(M;Z), and we have the natural cancellation condition for type I
string theory
(3.25) rw2(V)´ B = 0 P H2(M;Z/2) ,
where V Ñ M is an SO(32)/(Z/2)-bundle "without vector structure".
7For our purposes it suffices to view an orientifold as essentially a quotient space of an involution.
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Remark 8 (Interpretation and consequences). The above discussion leads to the following:
(i) This is one of the instances where differential refinement of torsion does not add geometric information,
in the sense that expression (3.25) is not refined (no hats); cf. Remark 2 and Prop. 7; see also below.
(ii) However, we highlight that the geometry pins down a preferred choice of differential refinement!
(IV) Orientations and twisted differential Spin structures. Spin structures and their variants play an
important role in string theory and M-theory (see [Sa12] for a survey). Like orientation with respect to
KO-theory is given by Spin structures [ABS64], orientation with respect to twisted KO-theory is given
by twisted Spin structures [Wa08], in the sense of [MS04][To05][Do06]. We now interpret twisted dif-
ferential Spin structures. Unlike the case of Spinc structures, we have the following consequence which
is reminiscent of the fact that the rational cohomology of BO vanishes in degrees 1 and 2, and hence
Chern-Weil forms do not contribute to the differential characteristic classes in the Whitehead tower (see
[FSSt12][Sa15]) – only the topological torsion information is retained.
Proposition 25 (Connections vs. torsion). Let I : BO∇ Ñ BO be the canonical map which forgets the
connection.
(i) Then we have isomorphisms
I˚ : Z/2(w1) – H
1(BO;Z/2) – H1(BO∇;Z/2),
I˚ : Z/2(w2) – H
1(BO;Z/2) – H2(BO∇;Z/2) ,
where w1 and w2 are the first and second Stiefel-Whitney classes, generating the respective copies of Z/2.
(ii)Moreover, we have a pullback diagram of classifying stacks
BSpin∇
//

˚

BO∇
(w1, w2) // BZ/2ˆ B2Z/2 .
Proof. The first claim follows from the cohesive adjunction (δ: % Γ % δ % Π) on smooth stacks as
developed by Schreiber in [Sc13] (see also [GS16b, Proposition 8] for how this applies in this context).
More precisely, we have the following natural isomorphisms
π0Map
(
BO∇ ,BZ/2ˆ B
2Z/2
)
– π0Map
(
BO∇, δ(BZ/2ˆ B
2Z/2)
)
– π0Map
(
Π(BO∇), BZ/2ˆ B
2Z/2
)
– π0Map
(
BO, BZ/2ˆ B2Z/2
)
,
and similar isomorphisms given by replacing BO∇ by BO. Since the map I : BO∇ Ñ BO maps to an
equivalence under Π, the claim follows.
For the second claim, note that we have a pullback diagram of smooth stacks (without the connections)
BSpin //

˚

BO
(w1, w2) // BZ/2ˆB2Z/2 .
This follows easily from the fact that for each n, the double cover projection p : Spin(n) Ñ SO(n) ãÑ
O(n) is a smooth map and fits into the central extension of Lie groups Z/2 ãÑ Spin(n) Ñ SO(n).
Moreover, since p induces the isomorphism ˆ2 : so(n) Ñ so(n) at the level of Lie algebras, one finds
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that we have a further pullback diagram
BSpin∇
//
(p , ˆ2) 
BSpin
p

BO∇ // BO
where the horizontal maps are the maps that forget the connections (i.e. they are induced by the projection
Ω
1(´; so(n))Ñ ˚). The result follows from the pasting law for pullbacks. ✷
We now explain what orientation with respectyKOxtw means.
Corollary 26 (Differential twisted Spin structure). A differential twisted Spin structure essentially coin-
cides with the underlying twisted Spin structure. The space of (σ1, σ2)-twisted differential Spin structures
is given by the homotopy fiber
(w1,w2)-Struc(X)(h1, h2)
//

˚
(σ1, σ2)

Map(X,BO∇)
(w1, w2) // Map(X,BZ/2ˆ B2Z/2)
and the bottom map (w1,w2) is induced by the composite BO∇ ÝÑ BO
(w1, w2)ÝÝÝÝÝÑ BZ/2ˆB2Z/2 .
We now ask when such twisted structures exit. Equivalently, the question is: given a B-field as a
cohomology class B P H2(M;Z/2), when can it satisfy anomaly cancellation? The following is motivated
by a reinterpretation of Theorem 5.9 in [KW19] (attributed to Lannes), to tell us when the twist is a Stiefel-
Whitney class of a vector bundle.
Proposition 27 (Existence of twisted Spin structure and anomaly cancellation). A necessary condition
to have a twisted Spin structure and hence anomaly cancellation is that the B-field satisfies β(B2) = 0,
where β be the Bockstein K(Z/2, 4)Ñ K(Z, 5), representing the cohomology operation H4(´;Z/2)Ñ
H5(´;Z). Moreover, this condition is sufficient for spacetime manifolds of dimension ď 7.
Proof.We utilize the AHSS for KO-theory. If a degree 2 class B P H2(X;Z/2) is killed by all differen-
tials, then it lifts through a map
φ : KO0(X) ÝÑ H2(X;Z/2) .
Since the differentials are natural with respect to pullback, standard representability arguments, along with
the identification of the zeroth level KO0 » BOˆZ, imply that φ can be identified with the map
8
KO0(X) – π0Map(X, BOˆZ)
w2ÝÑ H2(X;Z/2) .
Thus, both necessary and sufficient conditions for B to lift through w2 are provided by the differentials.
The first nontrivial differential (at the relevant stage) in the AHSS is d3 = βSq2. Thus, we must have
βSq2(B) = β(B2) = 0 ,
which gives the desired necessary condition on B. For manifolds of dimensionď 7, all higher differentials
vanish and hence this condition is also sufficient. ✷
8Note that the elements H2 converge to elements in the filtration level F2KO
0(X). Such elements necessarily factor through BSO ãÑ
BOˆZ.
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Remark 9 (Further conditions). It is likely that the condition β(B2) = 0 is far from sufficient in general.
Indeed, the higher differentials can be computed by considering universal examples. For d7, the universal
space on which βSq2 vanishes is the homotopy fiber
K(Z, 4) // P //

˚

K(Z/2, 2)
βSq2
// K(Z, 5) ,
which is the 2-stage Postnikov section of BSO. If the next k-invariant in the Postnikov tower does not
vanish, then it can be shown that d7 does not vanish. The cohomology of P in degree 9 can be shown to be
nonvanishing (it is isomorphic to Z/2) via the Serre spectral, and so one expects d7 to be nonvanishing.
(V) Postnikov sections and type II string theory. Twistings of complex K-theory are classified by the set
[DK70] H0(X;Z/2)ˆ H1(X;Z/2)ˆ H3(X;Z). In [DFM11a], it was shown that that these twists can
be identified with the degree´1 cohomology of a theory R, which is represented by the Postnikov section
kox0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 4y of ko, the connective KO-theory spectrum. In fact, there is an exact sequence of abelian groups
0 // H3(M;Z) // R´1(M)
(t, a)
// H0(M;Z/2)ˆ H1(M;Z/2) // 0 .
The relevance of this is that the flux of the oriented superstring B-field is proposed to lie in R´1(M),
which inherits both an additive and multiplicative structure from ko. Another novelty which is emphasized
in [DFM11a] is that the twists account not just for the B-field, but also incorporate twists of degree zero
and one. Twists of KO theory give rise to twists of the theory R and in the orientifold setting, the twists are
classifies by the set Rw´1(M), with w : M Ñ K(Z/2, 1) classifying the orientifold double cover. Note
that analogous Postnikov sections have been considered beyond K-theory in [ABG10].
Much of what is outlined in [DFM11b][DFM11a] can, as indicated there, be extended beyond the topo-
logical setting and on an orientifold, the B-field can be identified as an element in the twisted differential
cohomology group pRw´1(X) for some suitable differential refinement of the cohomology theory R. In-
deed, consider the differential refinement of the Postnikov section kox0, . . . , 4y given by the pullback
xkox0, . . . , 4y //

Ω
˚(´; τď4π˚(ko))

kox0, . . . , 4y // H(τď4π˚(ko))
where τď4π˚(ko) is the truncation of the graded ring π˚(ko) retaining only degrees ď 4 (i.e., these are
just the stable homotopy groups of kox0, . . . 4y). This sheaf of spectra defines a differential cohomology
theory and we denote its value on a smooth manifold M by pR(M). By shifting the spectrum kox0, . . . , 4y,
we perform the refinements in all degrees, and this gives a natural differential refinement pR´1(X). Just asyKO, this theory can be twisted by classes in H1(M;Z/2). Employing the explicit constructions of twisted
differential (Deligne) cohomology in [GS17a][GS18a], we have the following.
Proposition 28 (Refinement of the Postnikov section / spectrum of twists). Let X be an orientifold with
classifying map w : X Ñ BZ/2. Let L Ñ X be a real line bundle, equipped with flat connection whose
corresponding monodromy representation agrees with the representation corresponding to w. We have a
natural bijection of sets pRw´1(X) – H0(X;Z/2)ˆ H1(X;Z/2)ˆ pH3(X;∇) ,
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where pH3(X;∇) is degree 3 differential cohomology, twisted by the triple (w,∇,L).
Proof.We apply the twisted differential AHSS. Because of the low degrees, the spectral sequence has only
one possible nontrivial differential given by
d3 : Ω
3(X;L) ÝÑ H3(X;L/Z) .
From the identification in Proposition 20, this differential vanishes if and only if 12 [ω4] ” 0 mod Z .
Therefore, we find that we have a short exact sequence
(3.26) H0(X;Z/2)ˆ H1(X;Z/2)ˆ H3(X;L/Z) // pRw´1(X) // ker(d3) Ă Ω3fl(X;L) .
Now from [GS17a], we have a short exact sequence of groups
H3(X;L/Z) ÝÑ pH3(X;∇) ÝÑ K Ă Ω3fl(X;L) ,
and ˆ2 : ker(d3) Ñ K defines a bijection. Since every short exact sequence of sets splits, comparison
with the sequence (3.26) proves the claim. ✷
Thus, we see that the cohomology group pRw´1(X) indeed incorporates the full differential data of the
B-field and not just its underlying topological class.
The above was only a sample of applications and we plan more elsewhere. Our machinery can also be
used in other settings, for instance, in the context of positive scalar curvature, as indicated in the Introduc-
tion.
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